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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY ~ CONCLUSIONS FROM THE STUDY 

6.1 Introduction 

The object behind the study has been to .analyse the avenues for 
and the impact of the penetration of electricity into the rural 
sector, particularly in relation to their development ·implications. · In 
certain respects the study is qualified by its assumptional and 
methodological fabric. . First of all it is . regional in nature, because 
the task of undertaking a national-level . perspective on its themes ·to 

. this . level of detail would have been too daunting for a single ·work. of 
research; moreover the endowments of both agricuH:.ural and power 
resources in a country as large as India a:re subject to wide-ranging 
zonal diversity, thus rendering comparison across regions infructuous. 
Secondly, the framework chosen in order to impart tractability to its 
issues is that of a case-study, and thus its ·empirical results a·re 
essentially valid for the region of Coach Behar, or at the best for 
regions. having close agro-C:hmatic ·and infrastructural similarity to 
it. · But despite these limitations, a study of a region like Coach. 
Behar has intrinsic merits: there is little research literature on 
such areas .of eastern India, with high rainfall characteristics, with 
primarily agrarian modes of production, and with relatively low 

. penetration of technology,· that addresses power and irrigation 
aspects, ·in contr-ast to the rich parallel literature sources. found for 
the . relatively-advanced agricultural states· of the country. In this 
respect the study, it is hoped, fills in a perceptible gap in e>:tant 
research. 

In terms of its assumptions the study visualises irrigation as 
. being a prime agent in rural transformation. This· view, although 
assumptional in nature, is · backed by the peculiar circumstances of 
rural development in India, where non-farm· activity and rural 
industrialisation h.iwe yet . to reach a level that would make ·them 
independent transforming agents, on the scale they have reached in 
other resurgent economies in East Asia. Tying up this thesis with 
electricity, the highest potential, in a rural context, of the gr-owth 
of the power sector in India is as a producer. good. Moreover, with 
economic activity in the rural sector having a high agricultural and 
low industrial content, the only way that electricity can become a 
productive input instead of merely a consumptive . one is if large-scale 
use is made of it in irrigation technology; although future scope is 
created by cheap· availability of electricity for ·a higher degree of 
mechanisation in farm operations, this only comes as a second phase. 
after · consolidation of the productivity ·gains from irr-igation into a 
more capitalised agriculture. In India in its present situation, and 
more particularly in Coach Behar with its backward agrarian. economy, 
the essential mode of production is 'Eitill of the peasant producer 
type; and such capitalistic elements are a long way coming. Thus the 
'study has questioned the tacit assumption that seems to have been 
present in power planning in India, that electricity is productive 
only inasmuch as it finds industr:-ial use, and that this productivity 
is essentially urban in character. 
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consensual elements 
opinions and debate 

aspects of the 

reading of the literature brings to light t both 
extant in it as well as points where difference of 
still persists. In summarising both the above 
literature, it is convenient tu proceed schematically 
points of convergence and then those of divergence. 

by first tracing 

6.2 Irrigation 

Taking first the literature which has dire.ct bearing on 
irrit:Jation., the necessity for expanding . irrigation-cover· to stabilise 
Indian agriculture· arid to prevent the type of ·food scarcities that hit 
the economy during the pendency of the Second and Third Plans is well 
recogrtised. Although. irrigation ·impact varies between states and 
regions, primarily because. of climatic factors, there is agreement on 
the objective indices of impact-measurement. Introduction of 
irrigation therefore has positive effects on agricultural yields, 
cultivated areas and the size of the resultant output, while also 
being accompan1ed by changes in cropping patterns and crop-sequences 
designed to achieve optimality in the above. Irrigation provides 
insulation against weatner-related crop fluctuations by stabilising 
·farm output, and genera.tes enhanced agricultural employment.,· 
espeCially in the initial phases where it is not accompanied by far·m 
mechanisation; tendencies to substitute cheaper female labour for 
relatively . expensive male labour are also observed,. especially under 
scarcity conditions. 

Differences by region in the above impact · categories . do occur 
because of ·variation· in irrigation needs. Under. rain-scarce semi-arid 
conditions where the pre-irrigation situation is: that a mono-cropping 
and, moreover., of ·coarse · crops, irrigation needs are highest and 
strongest yield responses are found. Under less arid conditions, yield 
response is lessened, tor irrigation, although other impact categories 
remain in strong e·1,idence. For high-rainfall areas such as the area 
for case-study, vield responses may be mediocre but crop-related 
responses are still strong because of multi~cropping that spans the 
full agricultural year. However, a sacrifice is also entailed.· on 
account of ·cropping-shifts, for. all regions; there is shrinkage in the 
acreage. devoted to coarse and less water-sensitive crops. ln India 
this sacrifice has particularly been felt on the pulses and oilseeds 

·front.. V 
.Although a debate still centres on the cost-effectiveness of major 

versus minor· irrigation schemes, especially on what _ exact! y 
constitutes the full capital cost of these schemes, significant 
evidence in micro-studies spread over ·diverse regions points out the 
oper.:ltional efficiency of minor irrigation, mainly ascribable to 
b~tter water management. Major irrigation., on the other hand., shows 
wide divergence between the created irrigation potential and its 
utilisation, particularly., pointing to wastage factors . both in terms 
of water and of investment. While the water-losses are largely 
transpirational and/or seepage-related., the possibility tha_t. 
investment may not be producing· desired results has added focus to 
minor irrigation in recent years. Despite the ongoing debate., there is 
agreement .on the need for conjunctive use of surface and ground water. 

Technological solutions to ir~igation comprise surface and lift 
delivery systems,. the e>:act delivery characteristics of which are 
designed by irrigation engineers. In minor irrigation, the alternative 
lift-systems are powered by electricity or diesel oil. It is here . that 
resource-based considerations enter into the study. Diesel-"powered 
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irrigation is dependent on non-renewable, rapidly depleting fossil
fuel resource, the growing scarcity of which has imparted a . steep 
up"1ard thrust to pi' ice. Electrified irrigation is· le~s expensive in 
resource terms· as well as being advantageous to the cultivated in cost 
terms, but it is nevertheless restricted by the. ready availability of 
power. This restriction can however be lifted by widespread and rapid 
rural electrification. 

Another issue that surfaces during a reading of the literature on 
minor irrigation is. in conte>:t of organisation and ownership; this is 
because of the preponderance of both state-ownership and private
ownership. of the · irrigation ·installations. While the state 
installations are of higher capacity and consequently have economies 
of scale, . Wr:\ter~delivery modes . are centralised ·and infle>:ible. Thus 
problems of . \!'later-losses and of utilisation of irrigation potential 
creep in. PriVate. institutions, although disadvantaged by lower 
capacities, have flexibility as one' of their v1.rtues, and with their 
operation being entirely in the hands. of the peasant proprietor, 
efficiency of use is ma>:imised with minimal . water-loss. In a country 
with little. capitalist farming and a dominant peasant proprietor mode 
of prodt:\ction, mir,or irrigation particularly of the private-owned 
variety., is specially . relevant. However., since both diesel and· 
electric alternatives· ar.e found in private STWs, differences e>:ist . in 
the attendant. energy · costs~ If electrii::ity supply were reliable and 
.dependable electrified STWs 'would possess definite operational 
adv.antages; · however, because of the weaknesses in rur·al 
electrifiCation, dependability factors are higher ·for diesel STWs., and 
performance factors highest for farmers haVing joint access to more 
than one · source of irrigation. For this mix of reasons, the states 
where highest irrigation intensities prevail show higher dependence on 
non-renewable energy sources like diesel. 

In its technological perspective 1rrigation facilitates the use· of 
other modern agricultural inputs. Strongest complem~ritarity · is 
invariably found between the intensity of irrigation and the use of 
chemical fertilisers, the reasons being two~fold: the existence of 
adequate soil rriois~:.ure is a pre-condition for effective application. of 

. fertilisers specially of the ·nitrogenous variety, and the cropping. 
shifts induced by irrigation are to the more fertiliser-intensive 
crops. Thus linkages between irrigation and HYV as weil as pesticide
use are also widely observed. The irrigation""employment linkage is 
strongest where cropping effects are strongest. Relating ·the foregoing 
to the case-study., the existence of substantial untapped · re"!'>er:ves of 
groundwater would argue for their inclusion in irrigation plans, 
within the recharge capacity of the aquif~r system. Certain advantages 
would derive from such inclusion: in view of the high capital cost ·of 
major irrigation pro.lects and the lumpiness of . investment in them, as 
also the long gestation period involved, such projects present a 
deferred solution to a capital-scar-ce country; on the other hand, 
minor irrigation presents a short-term solution capable of immediate 
implementation and yielding immediate benefits. It is these factors 
which have led to . increased concentration of the irrigation effort on 
e>:panding minor-irrigation cover, especially under the impetus · of 
added priority to accelerated food production and World Bank prodding. 

Cost-effectiveness between irrigation systems involves some 
consideration of tariffs and · rates; these pertain both to electricity 
and to water charges. Noting that resource-pricing is a guide to 
resource allocation., questions of whether the tariffs on agricultural 
use of electricity are adequate to guard against losses on the part of 
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. SEBs,. or-. . too low in. comparison to industrial charges, and whether 
volum·etric tariffs inculcate better . water-management practices have 
been e>:plor~d, even though there ·is no convergence ·in opinions. On the. 
electricity question, prevalence· of a low agricultural tariff is 
justified by the ~.~agnitude of dir-ect and indirect benefits accruing 
from irrigation, although low-load conditions do make RE a ioss-making 
sector; industry, which enjoys low bulk-rates, however gives lower 
financial returns to the SEBs than· its consumption would indicate. For 
irrigation waters, the marginal-.cost pn.c1ng principle proves 
inadequate and further financial questions· of whether capital costs 
should be partially reimb:..Jrsed also e.rises. In areas at relative water 
scarcity a water-market is seen to emerge where supply of irrigation 
waters is extended to han-beneficiaries, with a profit motivation. 
Although increa~ing irrigation-cover, the emergence of water-markets 
raises prospects of over..:._deployment of groundwater resource. However a 
detailed study of Bangladesh reveals that· fears on this count are 
unjustified, and that the private sector in irrigation has produced 
the most tangible agricultural results. 

6.3 Rural Development 

The next body of literature relevant to this study where consensus 
and divergent Oplnl.Drl needs. to be pinpointed is the rich literature Ori 
rural development. The relevance of this work is drawn from its 
underpinnings o+ agrarian economies under agrarian transformation. 
Although there is agreement that developed agriculture has capitalist 
eiements, the schedule of transformation by which subsistence-oriented 
agriculture eventually becomes commercial in orientation is a long 
drawn-out process, . with a transitional market-oriented stage of 
transformation. As this process is concurrent with urban industrial 
transformation, the market is a device for· surplus-transference, in 
the course of which factors like immiserisation and depeasantisation 
come into play through growing land inequalities, if the transition is 
investigated from the viewpo1nt of poiitical economy. The length of 
the transitional phase is crucial to this. Exploitative linkages 
between . industry and agriculture magnify rural poverty, and it is here 
that questions attach to the role of ·rural elites. 

Concern with 'surplus· follows from Marxian approaches. to rural 
agrarian transformation with a differentiated peasantry that thus 
possesses a class-structure; the neo-classical tradition gives no 
special attention to class phenomena, based as it is on abstraction. 
Studies of economic history for selected Western and Asian .countries 
however lead to a certain amount of debate on the agrarian question, 
where findings . ostensibly show natural coexistence of two inimical 
modes of production in agriculture and industry during transitional 
stages without class-conflicts emerging. In the. Indian context trends 
towards commercialised agriculture are presently limited, . and the 
peasant producer ·is likely to stay; colonialism and the post
feudalistic ·land relations that it sought to sustain are responsible 
for an absent tr~nd towards capitalists agriculture. H stage of 
conflict between urban ·.~,development and rural development is also 
explained by this Indian characteristic. 
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itself, even 
is usually 

the primary requirement of an agricultun:!-'-based agrarian transfor
mation, in a peasant pr-oducer model centres · around increasing 
agricultural productivity.. It is through this linkage that irrigation 
enters the rural development conte>:t. Rice-growl.ng areas can, 
especially, be transformed because of the family-based· labour
intensive nature of rice cultivation; ·however production modes would· 
still · remain . traditional. . But there is no consensus on this 
particularly when the East Asian conte>:t is left out and the Indian 
conte:>:t reconsidered. 

6.4 Electricity 

· The third body of literature relates to the power sector itself. 
Given the Indian. conte>rts outlined above ·absorption of electricity by 
the urban industrial sector cannot be the only area of priority. 
Because of the importance~ to overall· economic development, of 
agricultural productivity and its enhancement, power needs to flow to 
agricultural uses also; . as just seen., the alternative . of rural 
industrialisation has not yet proved .to be viable in India. Other 
methods of powering irrigation systems have higher cost involvement 
and thus reduce the small farmer·s capacity to invest or. other modern 
inputs; electricity, on the other hand, results in lowered irrigation 
costs at the farmer·s level and permits higher applications of 
complementary inputs. Through this linkage electricity is able to 
trigger better agricultural performance and quicken agrarian 
transformation. Another aspect is that the lower energy costs involved 
in electrified irrigation facilitate access · to smallholders too poor 
to go in for diesel alternatives. Among the private-held schemes, 
electrified irrigation would thus appear to be less elitist in 
character if its· benefits were extended to all, thus promising 
agt-arian transformation without. carrying with ft the danger of 
immiserisation ·of the peasantry. 

POWER SCENARIOS 

6.5 The National Scenario 

India presently tares poorly in its per capita usage of energy. 
This is true both with reference to OECD countries as well. as many 
other low-income countries. ·.Wide variations are also found between 
states, with the level of industrialisation appearing to be the prime 
determinant of electricity consumption levels. Urban· factors also have 
a role to play. Commercial energy in India comprises, mainly, coal, 
oil . and electrit:ity,but although the coal reserves (of non-co~dng 

variety) are plentiful and petroleum resources poor, the technology 
mi>:, dependent . mostly on imports of processes, has a high order of 
dependence on oil. . Coal, on the other hand, is significant to thermal 
generation of electricity since the hydel-thermal mh: in generation 
capacities is as yet very low. 

Power. sector agencies operating 1.n the country belonc;: to both thE 
Central and the state sector. since power is an item in the Concurr·ent 
List. E>:pedient factors· in the development of power have dictated the 
situation where large thermal and . hydel . generation facilities have 
come up under.. NTPC and NHPC under ·the Central· Government, but 
distribution responsibilities as well as most of the T&D network come 
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under the SEBs. Horiever the concept of a National . Power Grid · has led 
to the constitution of regional electricity boards that cross"-link 
zonal SEB systems through· EHV tie-lines in the Central sector. ·Two 
reasons operate behind the constitution of interlinked· grid systems: 
power generation capacities are optimally utilised with respect to 
regional demands with a prov1sion tor surplus power flows to deficit 
SEBs, and the· non;_uniform distr1bution ot cost and hydel resources 
which would ·otherwise lead to generation instability by a .real 
allocation, is optimised by power~shar:-ing arningements. 

Growth of the· power sector in India has been creditable both in 
terms of generation and consumption. However, since generation is 
heavily concentrated in thermal units., the thermal:hydel generation 
ratio is as yet too high to ensure full system reliability. Although 
hydel resources are abundant along the mountain ranges to the east., 
west and the north of the country, they remain largely une>:ploited at 
present; the bulk of generation thus· being dependent on the coalfields 
located at various points in peninsular India. Nuclear generation is 
present in the western and southern power systems, where coal and 
hydel resources are. relatively lacking, but as yet it· comprises a 
minor proportion of total generation. 

Sectoral demands for power in the t:ountry indicate bulk. 
consumption in mining and manufacturing.. Agricultural demand is a 
distant second but growing fast. · Highest growth in consumption is 
r~gistered by domestic consumption, although domestic usage o·f 
electricity is still primarily urban. Power supply is generally 
deficit throughout most of the country although the deficit rises and 
falls in seasonal cycles because of varying levels of hydel generation 
and seasonally-fluctuating demand in the agricultural and domestic 
sectors. 

Problems assailing the power sector can be assigned to technical 
as well as organisational causes. Generation inefficiency and losses
in-despatch are high especially for SEB ·power; ·for this reason 
additions to SEB .generating capacities are slow in the wake of delayed 
clearance from the CEA. Central-sector thermal generation has thus 
come to figure importantly in power planning, and because of its 
.pithead locations., is able to insulate itself from poor coal quality 
and tardy railway coal--:-movements. However, the direct responsibilities 
of distr- ibution are largely in the hands of SEBs who have therefore 
to absorb distributive losses. The upshot is steadily wors~ning 

financial positions ot the SEBs and the emergence of _ the large 
Central-sector power corporation as a role-model of financial and 
oeneration efficiency. Particula,~ly in the Eastern region., high power 
deficit positions are the result of constant wrangling between Central 
and State agencies which has . delayed vita.i. installation of additional 
generat- ing capacity. Another distortion creeping in with the new 
power. paradigm of giant STPS has been the lowering ·of the 

· hydro:thermal generation mi>~ to levels where insufficient hydel backup 
capacity e>~ists in situations ot thermal outages. Grid-failures and 
cascade-tripping are often the result. 

An important component of the power system is the T&D networ~~- EHV 
transmission lines in the Central sector are the vital link in the 
grid system, besides carrying power from the NTPC., . STPS and NHPC into 
the grid; the lower-voltage transmission and the entire distribL\tion 
network come under the SEBs and other such agencies. Although grid
t.ransfer-. oi· power hi:\S been important 1.n stabilising the distribution. 
ot grid-subsystem~, inter-grid transfer of power., on which the concept ______ . _____ -
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of a National Power . Grid rests., is yet to materialise and thus power
inequities still . prevail between the regions of the country •. 

For this study the· component of the power sector ·that is of 
special significance is rural electrification. Emphas1.s on RE 
coincides ·with the belated recognition .that electricity 1s not solely 
an urban industrial input. When the responsibilities for RE were in 
the s·ole hands of the SEBs., the progress of village. electrificat.ion 
was slow. on account of funding cri~es and the loss-making character of 
rural operations which resulted from low-load and high transmission
cost conditions~ . Till. tl":le Fourth Plan, ther-efore; the thinking seem to 
tiave been that power would feed the rapid industri~lisation that would 
be conducive to a high rate of development~ Failures. on the 
agricultural front, and failure of the urban ·industrial sector to 
deliver, resulted in the changed focus ·where RE projects are e>:·ecuted 
by the • SEBs and funded and coordinated by the REC. Two RE activities· 
particuiarly relevant to this study., are village electrification and 

· pumJ:set energ:lsation . which have both received a fillip from REC 
assistance since the late 70s. To this extent the high impact
potential of electricity .on the· irrigation· system., which ·is the area 
of this study, has received official recognition. However certain 
problems characteristic to rural electricity systems. ·have now appeared 
in SEB operations. T&:D losses have. multiplied· over the rural network, 
high seasonality in. ag!'"iculf:ural demand for· electricity has brought .in 
seasonal instability ·into SEB load profiles, and the overall financial. 
position of the SEBs has steadily worsened •. But . this does not detract. 
from the necessity for the benefits to be drawn from RE the 
benefits, although . largely indirect, are very high., basically because 
of the agrarian considerations mentioned earlier. So also, they are 
the only way of diverting some of the gains from planning to rural 
areas.· 

6.6 The Regional Scenario 

From the point . of . view of the cc..se st·udy, focus· is on the Eastern 
region. The constituents of the EREB are the · state power agencies of. 
Bihar, Orissa ·and . West Bem;}al along with NTPC, . NHPC and . DVC in th8 ·. 
Central Sector·. The EREB system is thermal-dependent to the e>:treme, 
although a large untapped endowment of hydel r·esources exists in 
Himalayan belt. The . prime consumption. centre for the entire region is 
however, Calcutta, because of its huge concentration of industrial 
activity. Power transfers between EREB constituents are thus highest 
for CESC which does not however export any power. Other ·systems 
generally. show ·two-Hay e>:changes~ The WBSEB is the e>:clusive · distribu- · 
ting agency in the State of West Bengal, as far as RE is concerned. 

States of the Eastern region, as can be seen from Table 2~1. have 
low· consumption profiles for electricity., Bihar having the lowest~ 

Relative poverty and low electricity consumption rates seem.,therefore; 
to coincide. Whereas · domestic consumption per- capita in West· Bengal · is 
fairly high, it needs to be remembered that much of this consumption 
is accounted . for by metropolitan· Calcutta with the rural consumption 
·rates being correspondingly low; . the State also has higher density of 
population. Low consumption does not necessarily indicate absence of 
demand, on account of depressed generation conditions in the region. 
The especially-low hydro"'""component· in generation in the Eastern region 
renders the grid unstable, with the result that its component systems 
often operate in isolation from each other because of outages in 
linked systems. Line voltages are erratic . and forced load...:.shedding is 
.frequent.. Iri · this s:ltuation, consumptive figures are not true· 
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indicators of the· ·state of elect,ricity demand, but of ·suppressed' 
demand; this is most pronounced for the West Bengal systems. This is 
ironi'cal in the· face of the fact that the three states of Bihar, 
Orissa ·and West Bengal straddle a vast mineral"-rich · belt which is the 
centre· of extensive m1.n1ng operations absoll.\te scarcities of power 
take away ·the iocatiohal. advantages of situating large· industry in the 
v:j.cinity and the states ther:-efore . are poor., ·.with large tracts within 

· them devoid · ~f · any sign· · of industrial development. For such backwat,;..d 
·. sub~regions there . is hot much of a choice between deVelopmental paths:. 

a ·wait for an industr-ial awakeni.ng may ·be long 2.nd · interminable 
because of a .. chronologically-'-defidt power position which is likely to 
stay . for some time to come, and such a . wait is therefore futile. 
However, aquity demands that the fruits of development be extended ·as 
uniformly as possible to the people living in no-industry regions. too 
and, considering that agriculture in the region is still backward, 
considerable scope +or electricity-absorption into the rur·al sector 
should exist particularly. via irrigation.· But it must be noted . that 
power. instability .hits the rural sector too. Breakdown 
electricity ·supply· reduces the hours of . irrigation 
technological impact, or· else forces · farmers to go in 
e>:perisive energy· alternatives like diesel. ln view of the 
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Eastern .. region is a virtual storehouse . of India's most abundant 
··energy-resource. 1.e. coal, it is a travesty· that whatever· irrigation 
e>;ists- in the region should·. have e>:ceSSl.Ve dependence On an imported 
energy-resource like diesel. With thermal generation in India largely 
being fuelled by coal, availability of abundant electricity to rural 
consumers of the· Eastern region would have seemed to be a logical 
concll1sion; the fact that this has not . happened destroys whatever 
advantages this resourcE.-endawment would have indicated. 

6.7 The State Scenario 

Unlike most other state system, the West Bengal power systein is 
characterised by a multiplicity of power agencies including the large 
private-sector CESC. Of these, the WBSEB is · principal. Most of the 
state., and all of the rural sector within it., is served by the WBSEB 
T&D network, and al t.holigh the WBSEB absorbs a =.izeable chunl~ of 
generation from. NTPC, NHPC and DVC. in the Central-sector., 
distributional· responsibilities are almost exclusive to it. Hydro: 
thermal mi:>: in WBSEB generation is critically low, accounting for much 
of the state's power instability, although other ·factors such as lower 
PLFs., high T&D los-ses and labour inefficiencies all contribute to the 
adverse power situation. This does not however mean that' hydro 
potential in the sta-te is similarly low, as large hydel resources have 

·been estimated for the· northern Himalayan region. A. number of 
. projects, both thermal and hydel, that are to come onstream · over the 
ne>:t two plans would signi~icantly add to total generation in the 

·State, with a large chunk o.f this capacity adding to WBSEB generation, 
. eVen . under suppressed conditions. Demand for pqwer in West Bengal is 
expected to increase sharply, although differences .in demand-structure 
and peaking loads e>:ists between WBSEB and CESC. systems: CESC being. an 
urban load, power offtake is mor-e uniform over the year~ whereas WBSEB 
which caters to the entire agricultural and rural sector e>:hibits· 
seasonality in coincidence with· cropping seasons. In the rural . sector 
therefore, the presence of energised irrigation is already ma~dng its 
presence felt even under present conditions· where irrigation-cover is 
low for most of the state. In future scenarios, seasonal load 
characteristics will be magnified by the e>:tension of irrig~tion and 
solutions will have to be found that are able to stabilise power 
distribution. 
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Such sohitl.ons ·have. · implications for . both T&D and generation. 
Induction of . a large hydro component: into the. WBSEe system . is a mu$t; 
moreover, with hydro. resources in the state being suitably located so 
as to serve eled:ricity n~eds of the northern region, the present 
problem of high· T&D lcisses · over an extensive network would ·be 
mitigated. Strengthening of the T&D network is, however, also 

. necessary: arterial.· transmission lines need to be upgraded in capacity 
and . their reach e>:tended, and distribution netwod~s in the ·rural 
sector need to be e>:panded to bring electricity to a larger. number of 
cultivators. Also, some rethinking . on whether electricity in .the State 
should continu~e to be exclusively targeted towards industrial 
development .alone, which is responsible for the industrial 

· concentration iii and around. Calcutta and a lop-sided pattern o·f 
development, is long overdue. Such rethinld.ng may faCilitate· 
industrial . dispersion and also ward off the ·choking of urban Calcutta 

· by ·rural migrants. · 

6.8 Power in North Bengal 

An e>:aminatibn of the · power sector in North Bengal yields special 
features that qualify the nature of operation, and the availability · 
etc. . of power, both· present and future, to the study region. It is 
noted· that· generation within North Bengal is predominantly hyde!, in 
keeping with the resource endowment of the region, and also that a 
very considerable. unutilised hydel potential e>:ists in the region 
which, if fully developed, would make North Bengal qeneration the 
major hydel backup for the Eastern region. 

W.ith North Bengal falling entirely ·within the .WBSEB T&D network, a 
study of power·. development here has no multi-agency aspects, unlike· in 
South, . Bengal. Justifications inch1ded in techno-economic and projec- · 
tive S:·tudies of Ncrth . Bengal's . power demand mention, importantly, the 
tea. load. This is an agro"""industrial load,. with North Bengal presently 
having .no major industry. The scope tor . RE and rural. load~developinent 
also finds. mention here and there, but in view of the extensive 
paucity of onstream · power, and a power.,...:planning rationale that placed 
aimost e>:clusive emphasis on the urban industrial. sector, neither has 
this been re<:llised nor has electricity-use in agriculture and its 
economic impact received due attention. North Bengal is either 
conceived of as a low-load low-demand area or else load development· 
within this region is considered uneconomic. Keeping this in mind, the 
load pattern in North Bengal is primarily accounted for by urban 
domestic and ·commercial demand. 

Elsewhere however candid admiision of . the actual conditions of 
low .demand is ·found. The tea-industry bemg cultivation-oriented, 
load-cycles on account of it would coincide with ·the hydro-generation 
cycle and thus would not overload the WBSEB system at times of .. the 
year when power deficits.· were most adverse. Power demand in North 
Bengal has been artificially suppressed by ignoring the tea sector and 

. the rural sector (particularly agriculture), and by .the limitations 
·that restricted power imposes on the development of sl.\ch industries 
based on local resources that are eminently sui table . for location 
here. fhe · problem of low load is thus characterised ·by circularity: 
low power availability leads to low loads, and low loads to low power 
availability. The industrial, and . even the agricultural backwardness 
ot the .region, can thus at . the least be particularly ascribed to ·the 
deprivation it suf·rers .. through non-availability of electricity ~n the 
amounts required to trigger economic development. Priori ties in the 
power system · in West Bengal may have dictated this state of affairs. 
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With huge industr1al . concemtration . in Calcutta. left over from a time 
wheri West. Bengal · was an inc:iustr::ial leader among Indian states, as well 
as the concentration of commercial activity . ih a highly. popuiated 

·. mega~city,. the bulk a·f power sold in Wes:t Bengal by· po~er agencies has.·· 
been in Calcutta. Power-planning pnorities within the state havE! aiso · 
converged around the metropolis., in the suction char.ad:.eristic o.f a . 

• city-hinteriand model from older developmental concerns~· While focus 
ali the · industrial · heart of the state is logical., in the face · of.· 
thinking. that exclusively relates ~conomic development to· industry, it 
is . also responsible for . producing great imbalances within the state. 
Another way· .. in which it has worked to the detriment is . that problems 
of C1VlC. administration and provision of civic amenities have. reached 

. near--breaking point in · CalCutta., because of the suction e>tercised not 
. only on ·resources but on people. 

A .. more decentr-alised setting where both· industrv and· agriculture 
developed· in· a dispersed 'fashion throughout the state might have· 
cont:eivabl y . been more. . desirable~ espec:iall y in view of the nelfl 

. thinking emergent· from the Fourth Plan .and the ·establishment of the 
REG., that ·the t.enefits of developed agriculture . and irrigation~ 
especially the· indir-ect benefits, are · crucial to the spread · of 

. development in an t?grarian·. setting. Although elements of this thinking 
ar-e · found in · th~ RE thrl..\st in the State, this has been much more 
mart~ed in districts of ·South Bengal thart 1n the North. At a time when 
grid concepts. have not fully entered the power system within the 
State, the paucity . of generation in North . Bengal . precluded pr:-ov1s1on 
ot electricity to agriculture there on a sizeable scale. The 
interlinked·. grid that is now in existence and the free flow ·of power 
within· .it has removed this constraint but·. w~aknesses ih rural H<D 
systems still- prevent a change in the RE situation. 

6.9 The Scenario in· the Study.:.::.Region 
. . . . 

Low-load and low-demand charat:teristics . of North Bengal power 
scenario apply to Coach Behar also, e>:cept that. Coach , Behar has no 
electricity resources within :the district itself. Generation patterns 
for North ··.Bengal installations: show features specific ·to the high 
hydro:thermal miH., with buU~ generation confined to the monsoon 
months. In the face ·of the low agricultural demand, which is 
nevertheless present,. peaking loads during the boro season have to be 
met by pressing high-cost diesel generation into . service; this happens • 
during, · rabi .also. Coach Behar., being an agrarian district with no 
industry and low urbanisation, ·accounts for lower margins. of . sales and 
connected: loads compared to the other North Bem;}al distrit:ts, coverage 
of the rural. segment· being particularly low. The same can be said for. 
agriculture also.,. and ~he district appears to be a good setting for 
case-study in the conte>:t of ·the· problem which this study addresses. 

Taking the focus to RE; low-load characteristics in Coach. Behar
would appear to be the result of suppression of pent-up agricultural 
demands; with the deficit power position of the WBSEB as a cause and 
the weak rural T&D network in the district as the means. This has 
bearing on the analysis of projective demands. Perspective studies, 

· which seei, to assess grow-fh of unrestricted power demand take account 
of .. the present suppressed . nature of the power load: for Coach Behar 
they recognise the large potential agricultural . load that would arise 
on account of RE programmes like pump energisation and . conversion of 
diesel pumping loads to electrified ones. Load ·projection study by the 

- WBSEB itself, seem ·almost oblivioL\s to the· fact of suppression and · 
scale · · down projected loads . for the district drastically, and 
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particuLarly the agricultural ·component ·of. this .load. This difference. 
is partly on account of the methodologies adopted. Whereas perspective 

·studies use regression methodologies, load projection stUdies are· 
largely·. based on ·past-trend' methods. Since the . base-year patterns in 

· the latter already represent restricted· demand scenarios,· the 
projection e>':tends these · restricted scenarios indefinitely.· ThuS: ·in 
the absence of . perspective power-planning., two kinds of distortions 
creep in: 

i) earlier· power priorities whiCh emphasise industry 
e>:pense .of agriculture are e>:tended to the future; 

and the· 

ii} on . a comparative. scale., districts where earlier power loads 
were cOnstricted by suppression factors continue to be 
d:lsadvantaged on a long-term basis. 

· Other aspects speaking against 'past-trend' projections are that. low· 
loads tliat might be ascribable to. T&D weaknesses are not specifically 

. identified . as being so and thus 'a little scope. emerges to rectify 
tr ansinission disbalances. 

Yet, . since system-planning by the WBSEB is likely ·to· be based on 
its.· own projections· and methodologies, negative. features of ·these 
would eventually be e>:ecuted in reality. The picture of development 
that · would. then emerge. would perpetuate backwardness in districts 
which are already so a·s also the head""'"start of · distr-icts which have· 
presently stolen a march over others. Lop-sidedness in the State's 
development profile would not only be maintained but also e>:acerbated 
and . the suction of the. Calcutta region would not be neutralised by the 
developmental process · in the near future. · It is this issue that is the 
.cause of concern. and. defines·. the relevance of the present study.;. 

However a word may be said; in. passing, in mitigation of. ·this 
difference in perceptions. There has always been reluctance on the 
par.t ·of the. SEBs. to. place.· too much· of·. a tnrust on RE.; this is because 
RE is a losing sec;)ment of the power sector and the financial ·position 
of ·most SEBs .is· already. precarious. In the t:ase •. of West Bengal., 
multiplicity of power agenCies bt:\t concentration of the entire rural 
segment in the . WBSEB systein confounds the problem; ·whereas .. profit

, generating urban segmEmts are shared between the WBSE:B~CESC systems., 
losses .. ·in · the rural . sector entirely accrue to the. WBSEB. The same 
applies to power-e>:change between the Central and state sectors T&D 
losses and their financial implications have largely to be borne by 

· WBSEB~ Low . growth 1n the WBSEB generation ·capacity also· compounds the 
financial· crunch. 

6.10 .The Case-Study 

Investigation into the. problem to .which this study bears reference 
requires . a study-region.· whose ecohomy has . predominantly . agrarian 
features.. However; as the· . 1mpact of electricity is also being studied· 
in the context of. irrigation systems and thereby on agriculture, agro
-=:limatic features specific to the study region also qualify the 
impact. 

Coach Behar has all the features that · render it suitable for the 
case~stt.\dy in the context of a lLlnjely agrarian economy •. Being. a 
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feudatory State prior · to Independence9 land ·relations possess the .I 

attributes peculiar to the peasant producer mode of production: the , 
agricultural s2gment dominates the OCCUpational ·prOfile., main workers 
are high · in both male and female categories and are mostly oWner
cultivators., and . marginal' workers few. Landless agricultural labour 
categories are small and of. recent origin; mainly comprising migrants 
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from neighbouring Bangladesh. The · degree of urbanisation in the 
district is lpw . and the towns have come into being · as tr~ding centres 
catering to a largely rural .poptllation. Literacy rates too are low and 
agr:Lculture · still retains many ·traditional· elements, both in cropping 
and methods. Furthermore .as· the penetration of mod2rn agricultural 

. technology is . very recent, its . itnpact·-features: are readily 
identif"i.abie as. they . have not beeh overlaid by other economic factors~ 
Industrial activity being practically absent, the agrarian society in 
Coach Behar is still insulated from the pulls of alternative 
occupations of .a non-agriculture nature. One special feature of the 

·.agrarian situation .in Coach Behar. needs· to be taken note·· of, however. 
···With land reforms and land redistribution under 'Operation Barga' in 

West Bengal the special advantages which rural elites enjoy hav~ been 
considerably dilL\ted, ·to the ·extent that in ~ooch Behar it could 
sa·fely ·· be assumed· that the 'elite' factor is no longer. a principid 

. determinant of the access to agricultural technology; in this respect 
the district· may be dissimiiar to agrarian. societies elsewhere in the 
country. 

Agro~climatic feiltures place Coach·· Behar in a high-rainfall region 
with undifferentiated topography· and perennial riverine systems ·that 
account for ·the alluvial natl.\rei of soil and its acidic qualities. 
Croppped· areas and cropping intensity is high for this combination of 
reasons, and · average holding sizes are small, reflecting both crowding 
on land and the large number of owner"""'"cultivators • 

. HowevP.r with little land now available· for e>:tension of c:ultiva
. tion,farmirig as well as the agricultural employment is land-intensive, 
and low productivities would prevail without the intervention of 
modern agricultural . technology. Traditiomil cropping is mostly of 

· paddy the subsistence .. crop- and jute and tobacco, which are 
traditional cash crops; ·irrigation however permits diversification 

· into potatoes ·with vegetables as winter crops. · 

In comparison to . other districts Coach Behar is relatively small 
in land area and relatively resource-poor as no large timber-tracts or 
hydel resources: or mineral deposits occur. Nor has tea; which was a 
major commercialis:lng influence on the economies of some other North 

· Bengal districts, . taken a foothold in Coach Behar. Thus Coach Behar 
and its. economic future is largely dependent on the nature and pace of. 
agricultural development; in agriculture, the district's performance 
is relatively· creditable both iri a North-Bengal and in a West-Bengal 
conte>:t, this is despite the fact that agriculture is st~ll · largely 
traditional in nature. In this situation, focus comes to rest on. the 
irr~gation pote:-.tial in Coach Behar. 

The natural resource with which Coach Behar is plentifully endowed 
is groundwater, .much of which is presently untapped. Irrigation 
development in the. district has however been slow and only around 
11l1.5'Y. of the·· total groundwater potential is being utilised, in the 
absence of major irrigation schemes that would cater to the whole of 
the di~triC.t. E>:ploitation of this groundwater reserve 2,ppears ·to be 
the only way that quicker economic advancement can be se·t into motion. 

This ties in with the overall national focus on minor irrigation. 
Although ·national priorities have given historical precendence to 
irrigation requirement-s iri the arid and semi-arid zones, the joint 

·.impetus gener.ated by food produt:tion programmes and poverty 
. alleviation has · no!fl · e>itended . these prioritie to regions where rain
scareit·1· is not absoh.ib~ but relative i.e •. between calendar months. 
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With this trend . emerging, . minor irrigation . has expanded ~n West Bengal 
·· ahd in Coach Behar too. Both state- and private-sector irrigation is 
now .found to. be present in Coach Behar. However the . power scarcities 
earlier alluded .· to make the irrigation schemes highl v diesel- . 
dependent. For privately'-held schemes, cultivation. response . has 
probably .·been constrained cin account of this, as the higher energy 
costs of diesel irrigation place a large.r financial· demand on the 

. sC:heme-holder~s resources ... 

· Diesel ~powered , irrigation~ throughout the . countr·t . is out of 
, necessity. rather than choice, the necessity being two-'-fold. Firstly, 
diesel-powered irrigation compensates for uncertainties. ·in the supply 
of electricity .to the agricultural sector. Secondly, diesel....:powered 
irrigation is the only recour-se where the electricity network is in an 
undeveloped state. In Coach Behar both factors would appear to 

. operate, · but the ·. latter would . be, by far, the . most expedient. As a 
means of agrarian transformation, diesel-powered irrigation would 
appear . to. be more elitist in character because of its stringent . 
financial · parameters. Electrified irrigation, on the other hand.;. · and 
especially that of the· DTW-type, would appear. to be more egalitarian 
in that less differentiation would be made ·between scheme-holders and 
non-holders on a .. financial yardstick, although inefficiency and 
wastage problems peculiar . to the state-sector would st;.iil persist. In 
Coach Behar, state-sector irrigation also shares these drawbacks •. 
However, with· less differentiated landholdings a large chunk of 
ben~ficiaries ·in irrigation seem to fall within. the smallhcilder 
category as expected . in a peasant producer model. 

It thus· remains to be seen .whether, with· their ·divergent energy 
cdsts,electrified ... schemes reveal differences .in performance attributes 
compared to . d:i.esel. schemes. For ·example, it might. a priori be expected 
that STW<d> beneficiaries are more . resourceful in their use of 
irrigation to . compensate for the disadvantage of having high energy 
costs, or that both· diesel and electrified STW scheme-benefiCiaries 
would e>:ercise better water management · to m1n1mise water_;loss and 

·optimise water-use; both the a priori attributes would be visible 
through a consideration of post-irrigation cropping patterns and 
season.al intensities thereof, and intensities in the use of 
complementary inputs. This .wa:s sought· to be investigated in . the course 
of the sample'-survey. 

One of the conceptual riddles in executing a sample study of a 
problem that has . its . roots,partially, in the engineering and. technical 
complexities. df irrigation systems, related to how the survey was to 
be formulated.· Since the field of operations was agriculture, data 
collected would. rel.ite heavily · to the cultivational aspects of the 
problem. However, the points of interests to the study were the 
intrinsic differences that might e>tist in the performances of 
different minor irrigation schemes classified by . energy'""'source~ Thei 
study relates to electricity as much as to irrigation and, in fact, l.t 
was the impact of rural. electricity-use rather . than the impact of 
irrigation per se that had to captured by the sample study •. 

. . 

Another conceptual difficulty is related ·to analytical . methodo
logy. Since irrigation creates both ·direct and indirect benefits in 
its capacity to raise·'· agricultural productivity ami· thus has strong 
complementarities. with· the use of other agricultural inpu-ts and choice 
of techn~lngy~ the utility of micro-level studies ir. the literature 
had hitherto . been considered limited, precisely· because of. non
decomposebility of the aggregate irrigation impact emanating ·fr-om 
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joint application of a package of modern inputs into individual 
components.St~ndard regressional methodologies in other e>:tant studies 
were found to have faced this critical comment from time to time. 

As a way out of both these . conceptual difficulties, the sample
study was designed to evaluate the disaggregated irrigation impact 
keeping distinctions between scheme-type and· energy-source intact; and 
to apply multivariate analysis to the task of impact assessment, in 
the farm of Principal Componel}ts. Thus variations in scheme 
performance Lould be related to variations in input-outlays \I'Jhich 
would reflect ..>erformam:e and perceptions of different categories of 
scheme hohi!::rs. Furthr::rmore, Principal Components, as means of 
compact1ng variance, was ideally suited to analysing majcr sources of 
variation,· l·eeping their integrity intact by reallocating variance 
proportionately to the scale of direct and indirect impacts enjoined 
by the use of each agricultural input. 

Findings from F'C-analysis br-ought differential performance to 
light. It was tound that fertiliser-use was the one factor that 
created greatest linkages, followed by HYV technologiE's, etc. This 
finding ·obviously concurs with the results of studies in other parts 
of the COI,.tntry to Which references is fcund in the literature and 
thus h1gh- rainfall conditions do not change the ground-situation with 
respect to modern technology. 

Di Herences in scheme performances were highlighted by the 
analysis of PC-scores which yielded schemewise rankings. From this, 
definite conclL.1sions emerged. The technology-mix which produced the 
greatest resultant agricultural. variation was one where the 
electrified !:.ector scored the highest. Even in conditions where the 
technology-rob: (as defined by PC-coefficients) had lesser outlay on 
modern inputs 1..e. in lower-order PCs with lower loadings on modern 
inputs like, fertilisers, HYV seeds, pesticides, etc., the electrified 
sector still scot-ed highly. It would thus appear that regardless of 
the t!:?chnology-mi>: affordable to a particular scheme-eneficiary, the 
existence of electrified irrigation still resulted in the highest 
possible performance impact. Although a cultivator might face 
constraints in meeting the very outlays associated with modern 
agriculture, he stood to gain the must if he was an electrified-scheme 
beneficiary. Even though state-sector performance was inferior to 
pri':ately--o\o'med ir-rigation systems, as also reported in other stqdies 
in the literatur-e, the finding relating to highest competitive 
efficiency e}:tended to the electrified state-sector too. · Diesel 
irrigation, c-.lthaugh facing high energy costs, made itself competitive 
.by e>:ercis1ng goad \-'later-management and efficiency. 

With pa. t terns like this emerging for all the highest-ordered PCs 
it was po=.sible to conclude that ir-rigation performance was best for 
the electrified sector, which moreover required the lowest energy
outlay on the part of the farmer. Thus the main thesis in the study 

. i.e. that electricity-use in the rural sector has a high technological 
impact, v1as borne out. That this finding should come out in a study 
reg1on whel-e transmission and power load have yet to advance indicates 
the potential that electricity has to the generation of rural 

, transformation in the region. 

Although the more_:_costly, private STWs cater to the class of 
farmer.s economically more better-off than their counterparts, their 
irrigation performance, water-use efficieny and ability to assimilate 
modern technology is the highest. Preponderance of diesel STWs in this 
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category is dictated· by the shortage of power in the region. 
Considering their otherwise creditable entrepreneurial qualities, 
conversion of , diesel installations to electrified ones would have a 
salutary impact· on agriculture in the region. 

It must however be taken note of that differences in economic 
standing bet!-'Jeen STW ben~ficiaries and other cultivators are 
relative.In v.iest Bengal. Following land reform under 'Operation 
Barga·, the bulk of cultivators . now fall in small and ·marginal 
categories.The findings of the stuc::ly,which concur:-s with other studies 
within the regional perspective, is therefore that smallholders, who 
preponderate in the private STW-sector, have proved to be more 
efficient in their response to new agricultural technology. In this 
respect,the present study establishes that cultivator-efficiency is 
relative rath12r than absolute and that the same entrepreneurial 
motivations which, in other states of the country, characterise large 
and medium f~rmers hav£, been found to. e>tist even . where the holding 
size of · owne•~-cultivators have been truncated through l<'l.nd ceilings.In 
the sample study this contention is established in ~he section on 
land. 

6.11 Major Findings 

The study establishes differential responses within the irrigation 
system by category oJ scheme. The outlays that the cultivator has to 
make towards the various inputs are the instruments by which these 
responses ar-e r-evealed. With irrigation becoming significant to the 
agricultural techroology-mix, the energy costs of irrigation, and 
irrigation tariffs in the case of some schemes are the determinants of 
the technology-mi>: c:tffordable to each individual cultivator as also 
the agricultural impact generated. Variations in technology-mix are 
·repr~sented in the differences in croppping patterns ultimately chosen 
by the cultivators. Since clustering is present for_ each scheme in the 
PC-analysis over the differentiated irrigation profile, this 
conclusion carries. As clos~st clustering is found for STW<e>, this 
scheme emerges as the most progressive in terms of its choice of 
technology-mi>:. This is bec.ause STW<e> enjoys both the benefits of 
lower energy outlays and the entre;Jrenueral advantages of being under 
private-ownership. STW(d}, in the face of greater energy-constraints 
has to be mor-e circumspect, but this has proved to be an encouragement 
to better mani'\gement, both of water and of technology. Conversion of 
the diesel sector to electricity would transfer the economies of cheap 
energy-use to it, v1hile .keeping management features intact. 

On the technical side these features are present, in the effici-
end es of energy-management, leading to the conclusion that private 
sector schemes are considerably more efficient than the state sector, 
and that diesel irrigation more efficient among these. Labour creation 
and oppor-tunities tor employment are also related to scheme-type with 
the electrified sector performing well, especially because . of its 
concentration on highly irrigation-sensitive and labour-intensive bora 
cultivation. 

Although the study has not had an explicit class-orientation9 

certain features relevant to the agrarian question have emerged. Once 
again it must be . remembered that the study region is one where 
extensive land reform has taken place. lnspite of this, the process of 
elite for-mation: is present in rudimentar-y form, primarily as an impact 
of ir-rigation and agricultural technology. Better performances on the 
part of privately-held schemes ar-e already affecting their leasing 
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behaviour and can eventually consolidate into outright land purchases. 
In this process it is the non-beneficiaries, highly significant in 
number, who will lose their land. This is because non-beneficiaries, 
beihg un-insulated by irrigation, are excluded from the agrarian 
transfcrm.ation engendered uy it. In a region, backward in nature, 
where the spread of irrigation is as yet limited by a number of 
constraints of which the availability of power is most critical, 
access to irrigation is itself an elitist feature and offers an upper 
hand to the cultivator who has irrigation. 

It in tnis' connection that the priorities of the power sector need 
to be . reassessed. The importance of electricity in rural development 
has been established time and again, in other studies as well as the 
present one. For. art agrarian economy where penetration of urbanisation 
and urban industry is abysmally low and is not likely . to increase for 
a long time to come, the present power pr~orities prescribe bad~ward
ness, 1.n pQrp~tuity, leaving the r~ral population outside the pale of 
economic ~evelopment. A rural electrification thrust, on the scale 
found in the agriculturally-advanced states, then appears to be · the 
only method which can change tt·,is situation. More focus also needs to 
be give;n to high-rainfall regions where irrigation is .. conjunctive to 
rain-fed cultivation but is nevertheless essential. In the specific 
conte}:t of Coach Behar, the region chosen for case-study, scope for 
productive use of electricity by the rural sector is tremendous. 
E>:l')loitable . hydel resources abound in its vicinity, which have not 
received adequate attention on the false premise that electricity 
demand in a largely agrarian setting is low. The premise owes its 
e>:istence to a scale of i!ldustr~al priorities in the power sector that 
ceases to be relevant in the face of the growing rural-urban divide. 
In conclusion, a new scale of priorities that recognises both the 
impact of electricity on rural development and its immense future 

·potential must urgently be evolved. 
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